
THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF LIV~NG for the major~ty of
the ind:viduals have been achieved in predominantly
capitalist states. The evidence is there for all but the poli
Ccally bUnkered and indoctrinated to see" and the future
of emergent Africa will underwrite these lessons in such
an efficient and effect:ve manner, that the colour and
racialistic prejudices against so-called white capitalisnl.
will be finally shown up for the prejudices and fallacies
that they really are.

Whilst Socialist states muddle along against all the
evidence of Parkinsons Law of growing bureaucratic

strangulaton by red-tape and an inept governing class~

Capitalism will continue to adapt its techniques to the true
needs of society, to the increasing profit of not only the
capitalists, but also for those who work for and with them.
In other words, Capital~sm will continue to evolve its
welfare aspects and its effic:ency, whJst African Soc~alism,

suffer~ng from both its economic and anti-neo-colonial pre
judices, will become bogged down in a statism, which
neither understands its true problem, nor concerns itself
with the inherent demands of the nation. because it will
be too busy guarding its own privilege and its own power.•
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movement with basically African member
ship would be content with it. There is no
existing culture or socio-economic-political
structure into which the African majority
seeks to be integrated. Indeed in the
Southern African context integration would
be more akin to "assimilation" in the
French sense than to true nonracialism.

A nonracial society in Southern Africa
must be a new society with cultural, social,
political, and economic conditions and insti
tutions drawing from African, European,
Asian, and other sources but combined in a
way consistent with the historical and cur
rent situation unique to Southern Africa.
The transfonnation of Tanganyika, sketched
and partly achieved since independence, is
certainly nonracial but it is equally certainly
not integration. It is the creation of an
entirely new society.

The US parallel is once more suggestive
-neither the Negro nor the white partici
pants in nonracial direct action see integra
tion into the existing social patterns as the
whole of their objective. We seek not only
equal access to existing structures but also
their more or less radical transfonnation. If
this is true in a country with a discrimi
nated minority of 10% and with a socio
economic structure which is-whatever else
can be said of it-much less unjust, exploi
tative, and sterile than that of white South
Africa, is it not much more true for South
Africa?

In short the demands of gaining African
confidence and of maintaining unity on
short term aims and tactics combined with
the generally more cautious approach of
immigrant African supporters of nonracial
ism is likely to force nonracial African
bodies to adopt exclusive ~embership poli
cies. These are not inconsistent with seeking
a truly Hon-racial society. Such a society, in
turn, cannot be equated with integration
because there is no existing society into
which African (or for that matter immi
grant African nonracialists) wish to be
integrated.
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There are further problems in regard to
members and especially leaders who come
from a racial group other than the one
primarily discriminated against-problems
which are quite real, albeit less acute, in the
United States as in Southern Africa. Most
such leaders and members in fact risk less,
suffer less, and are more cautious in the
aims and tactics they will espouse. As a
result frictions are inevitable no matter how
sincere all concerned are in seeking a non
racial society. If these strains lead to the
creation of ne\v organisations-as in the
direct action phase of the US integration
struggle-the more radical are they likely to
have very few European members whether
there is a del iberate intent to exclude or
not. Cooperation between the organisations
may be easier than would harmonious
operation of a single body. (This is not in
tended as an expression of the opinion that
bitter divisions such as have occurred in
Southern Africa do not set back the strug
gle for a non racial society.)

Both on the grounds of presenting a
clear demonstration that they are the mem
bers, the leaders, and the policymakers to
fellow-Africans and on those of securing a
reasonably homogenous body of vie\vs on
short term aims and policies a nonracial
movement }1U1Y be well advised to adopt an
exclusive "indigenous Africans only" mem
bership policy until it has consolidated its
position and demonstrated its right to pre
eminence in the struggle. In the meantime,
it can maintain a national united campaign
with nonracial immigrant African bodies as
have TANU, UNIP, the Malawi Congress,
and numerous other Southern African
parties and movements.

Nonracialism is equatable with integration
only if the oppressed racial group really
seeks to become an integral part of the
dominating c(~rnmunity's culture and socio
political-economic system. While it may
seek n1arginal changes in the latter or pre
serve some elements of its own patterns
(especially in culture) its basic objection to
the existing structure much be limited to
discrimination if nonracialism is to mean
integration. Gradual integration is indeed
the Progressive platform and was the early
Liberal one as well but one can scarcely
say that any major Southern African
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Sir,-In reviewing Bloke Modisane's Blame
Me 011 History, Richard Rive raises two
general questions: Is there a clear dichoto
my between racially exclusive membership
parties and nonracial aims? Is there a clear
identity between nonracialism and integra
tion? The flat "yes" both explicit and im
plicit in Mr. Rive's review seems inadequate
as an answer to either question.

". . . African people can be organised
only under the banner of African national
ism in an all-African organisation where
they will by themselves formulate policies
and programmes and decide on the method
of struggle" is not inconsistent in principle
either with seeking a nonracial society or
with co-operating with other groups in the
struggle for such a society.

One need look no further than TANU or
UNIP to see parties (now nonracial govern
ing parties) which have consistently pro
fessed a nonracial society as their objective
and sought it in their legislative record but
which were organised as exclusively (indige
nous) African parties and admitted immi
grant i\.fricans only after becoming well
established. The reasons for such a course
are both objective and historical. Southern
Africa (including both Zambia and Tangan
yika) has seen a number of "progressive",
"multiracial" parties which were de facto
directed by '·gradualist", "liberal" Euro
peans. Any party with Asian or more espe
cially European membership and a fortiori
with similar participation in leadership was
suspect in Tanganyika and Zambia, as it is
still suspect in Zimbabwe or South Africa.
In consolidating a firm allegiance among
the African majority not only was it essen
tial that there should be majority African
membership and determination of policies
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